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It is known that the cross sections of weak processes li-

ke 

(I) )} + p -_ n + e+ 

increase for low energies like the square of the center of DaSS 

energy of the incoming neutrino. At higher energies, owing to 

the extended structure of the nucleons (which uanifests itself 

by 

an. 

the appear ence of form factors) 

as~ptotic constant value(t) . 

the cross sections approach 

The open:ir"g of new channols could however still produce 

an increase of the total cross section of neutrinos on nucleons. 

In this presen.t work we give a r ough evaluation for single 

or multiple pion product i on events like(2) 

(2) 

and Similar for antineutrinos. We Dake usc of the peripheral mo 

del, in which the relevant graphs for processes (2) and (3) are 

given respectively in fig. 1 and 2. 



FIG. I 

Peripberal graph for reaction 
(2) 
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FIG. 2 

Periphe ral graph for r eaction 
( 3 ) 

In both cases the weak vertex involve only vector intera~ 

tions . The contributions of thc axial current through graphs li 

ke the one in fig. 3, were n ot c onside r ed. In fact the matrix e 

lement derived by this graphs is proportional to the mass of 

the charged lepton and its contribution is smaller than the con 

tribution of graphs 1 and 2. 

FIG. 3: 1,n axial contribution 

to process (2) 

The top vertex in graps I and 2 represents the weak process 

V ... 7/ -'> e.-+-l/ 
which will be examined in the next section. The lower vertex re-

presents in fig. 1. ~he pion nucleon vert ex , in fig. 2 .Q 

nucleon elastic or inelastic collision. 

pion 

The cross scction for process ( 2) is found to increase 10 

garithmically with the c.m. n eutrino energy , whil e that for pro

cess (3) increases ~uadratically. These results for the asynpto

tic behaviour of the cross sections are however not reliable. In 

fact for high energies the main c ontributions to the total cross 

section come froD highly virtual intermediate pions , a situation 



2. 
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in which the peripheral model is expected to break down. 

Our numerical resul to should however gi vc c. realistic eva 

luation for neutrino energies in the laboratory up to a few GeV, 

the region which is relevant for the present experimental situa 

tion. 

In this region the cross sections for the considered inel~ 

stic processes result much smaller than those for "elastic" pr.2. 

cesses like (1). 

In this section we evaluate the cross section for the pro 

cess 

- -+ e + II 

which appears as upper vertex in our graphs 1 and 2 . The matrix 

element for this process is given by 

Under the conserved 
/ +/ .(V)/ - '" element "TT JA ( I / 

vector current hypothesis the rffitrix 

can be expressed by means of the elec 

tromagnetic form factor of the pion. 

where k2 is the momentULl transfer to the pion: ~ '" ~+- n;: 
The cross section is then given (neglecting the electron 

mass) by 

Where is the total energy in the center of mass sy-

stem,Xis the common value of the monentun of the incoming parti 

cles , fl'Jr is the pion mass . 

mula 

We have evaluated numerically(7 ) using for 

suggested by BOWCOCk, Cottingham and Lurie 3 ) 
. 3 

(8 ) v.;;. +- ~ mIT 

fir (k, 2.) the for 
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whe r e 

the parameter s where asslli~ed to be : tr = 22 . 4 ~~ 

\ / = 3 2 o I O- 3 m- L 
(\ J II 

W.e can safely neglect the s=ll width 0' and integrating 

directly (4) we obtain 

6 ~ / L
l

) 

(9) 6'; /u.Zj =0 -;,~ (;- :;-t i, J (I + :r):) / 
The cross section tends at high energy to 6'-(00) == (i2.!:r/li ~ 

~ 7 x IO- 39 cm2 • 

Under the hypothesis of the conserved vector current the 

following cQualities hold: 

I n the case of muons one gets the Stme results, neglecting 

contributions pr opo r tional to the muon mass . This is a good ap

proximation in the high ene r gy region . 

Possible proccsses of kind 2 arc: 

2a ) V rJ>-'> - Ji of-.e+- Ir-P 2dl) i7 lor .~ e+ ... 1i 0 ~ '" 

2b ) V Tn ~ ~-..,. r,+ 7- i'I 2 e ) \I"' ;J -'" e+ .. 7i-+P 

2 C ) 1>+-11 ~ e -~/T<>+-r 2 f) Y;.n -7 eo> +-r,-+- h 

The cross sections for these processes as derived f r om grap~ 

1 are related: 
I 

'" - r;::: z:. c 

'so that we can givc the results fo r the first 

f
( IAI_ MP j l (,jj-

(;-{w) = t« ;l.1 2. rit/-o;(IlZ;X~ ~AZ (. <I.d:i « 77i KW j,: L1~ 
111; (Lf,l 

2-
Where the integration limits fo r ~ ) which represents the 

sQuar e of the momentum exchanged thr ough the pion" are : 

(A/, z / =- 2 1(/ 1(,0) -£111) +' 21</l(d 
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g1- is the renormalized pion nucleo.n coupling constant, W the to 

tal energy in the c . n . systcm, i'-[ and k2 arc the energies of the 

incoming and outcoming protonsk and \k2 \ their momenta all i n 

the center of mass system. ~ ( ..: ) I It ) lA. h -ave been defined in sec 

tion 2. Numerical results are given in fig . 4. 

o 

FIG . 4 

The asymptotic limit for very high ene r gy is formed to be 

This formula is in good agreement with the numerical results 

above '" 10 GeV. 

In this section we consider the total cross section for the 

Y + N processes in which more then one pion i s produced . We will 

evaluate this cross section by using graph n O 2; Since in the 10 

wer vertex we introduce the total pion nucleon cross section, 

our procedure takes into account a whole set of reactions l i ke 

- - I-
II ... e -+- J../ t- " 

etc . 
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For each possible initial state there are two possibilities 

for the pion emitted in the higher vertex and the virtual pion, 

as shol'm in table 1. 

TABLE I 

(weak) 

INITIAL STATE 
!higher vertex Lower vertex 
emit. virt. b'2. pion pion 

Tf-"- !T' /T"+!? 
~ r;- I 

Y"f-j? 
if" Ii""- /j"~ f- j? 

- 3 +- ~ {;':C 
:!. "L- '-

11"+ f!" I/° 4- >? 
V+I? 

IT-!- 1/++ I? 
6'; +- b'; 

IT' L l.. 

- !r IT'" li.3+;Q 

A V+r !TO 17- r,--j'J + 6'l 
-.:: l 

- IT- JJ '> Ii" + n ,- .L 
'V -I- n ~ C;. + 2 6"', 

iI~ IT- !r+n 'i: ' ~ 

We sum over the two cases, disregarding interference terms. 

The total cross section is given by 

b; (/{ a) is the V +- jj cross section define d in section 2 , i. , u, 

A' k, W and ~ have the same meaning that in section 3. The inte-

gration limits Lft,l are .dl,-z.= L.t./i.~) -fJ,/-ffl~;' 2)(/1(2/. t::z{UJ) 
is a combination of the T = t and T = ~ total pion nucleon cross 

sections, defined in table I for the different initial states . 

K
10 

is the c . m. energy of the target nucleon R; and K20 are the 

momentum and energy in the c.m. system of the group of particles 

coming out of the lower vertex in fig. 2. 

We have performed analitically integration onerC2 and nu-
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two(4) . The results are given in fig. 5 sin-

I 

2. 

FIG . 5 

ce bO.th b; and b; go to c·::mstant values for high energy we 

can get the following asymptotic fornula: 

t;; ( 0<') b'-... ( 00) W 2-

Zit ( ?o1i /!, 

This fornula is however not reliable for very high energies 

where very high DOtlentun transfers are involved and the periphe

ral model is expected to break down. 

The calculation presented here sl/.ggests that in the energy 

range up to a few GeV, inelastic processes of the kind consider ed 

here should be less fre~uent (by at least a factor ten) than 

elastic Ones like 1. 
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